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Featuring indoor and outdoor open spaces enabling safe social interaction.

Project Thesis

Well-Being

“Extraordinary times” require extraordinary design.
There is no doubt that every era has impacted our architecture in many ways.
Architecture has been changing over the past period as a result of crisis attacks
that have altered the way we look at buildings. London’s architecture has always
been a reflection of the societal state whether on crisis scales or in renaissance
generations.
The Capsule is the new architectural trend to act as an anti-attack representative
model of the Covid-19 pandemic era.
We have studied how hard this pandemic was for our cities. It has exacerbated
economic shortfalls and accelerated the demand on health-care systems particularly
which has got cities hit hard worldwide. Also, people’s priorities and culture has
been altered after the social distancing requirements.
Yet, we believe that changes are required at every level by everybody, from
the individual to the national and global stage, to emerge from this crisis
successfully.

The Capsule is a development of capsulated mixed-model units that are repetitive
along the site. This capsule is designed to trigger the three main pillars of the
pandemic trace;
Live/Work/Play System
Holistic place where live, work, play, creation, and socialization occur together, in
comfort, safety, and tranquility. Each capsule is stacked vertically on a different level
to control the public mass and social distancing tracing.
Socio-Economic Growth
Integration of flexible-designed units merging societal support functions in between
the capsules such as business sectors/offices, healthcare facilities, childcare
units and markets to promote the liability of the economic state. Adaptive reuse
approaches are becoming vital in our emergency responses allowing for rapid
action. Including a series of adjustable walls and screens that would be used to
segment an open-plan apartment into various dedicated spaces.

Project Vision: A new weapon against all-time attacks; virus pandemics, wars
or any social crisis.
Project Mission: To revive the missing pieces of the societal systems and to
promote the cities to get back on track, yet, adapting to the new “norm”.
Project Goal: To create a human-centric society that is self-dependent, selfefficient and interconnected.

Healthcare System
over Occupied

Non-toxic, of high quality materials (to withstand assembly and disassembly) and have good recycling potential. The design involves understanding the structure's complete life-cycle and making provisions for the reuse of its parts, in order
to reduce both the consumption of resources and pollution.

Social Awareness
Promoting social distancing by organizing individual spaces separated by areas
of vegetation and by vertical adjacency while reviving the missed social values.
It provides the possibility to reconfigure the design after the pandemic is under
control.

2. Two Bedroom Unit

3. Single Bedroom Unit

In this way, if we can evolve our domestic fabrics towards small-scale collectives
of ethically powered, well-insulated individual homes focused around disassembly
design, healthy-living, community, sustainability and inter-generational support, we
might yet thrive in, and beyond, the Corona era.

?!
Economic Crisis

1. Energy Production Unit

Only one repetitive model could promote our buildings to change and adapt to
the new norm making it easy to upgrade, downsize, add/remove services or swap
cities as requirements change.

A Solution is
needed

Sustainability in our project is an anti-virus built environment; from immunity
boosting homes to green areas and gardens, exploitable rooftops, natural light, and
ventilation, balconies, and terraces, minimal and wholesome indoor environments,
transitional and filtered entrances.

4. Emergency Pod

5. Organic Market Unit

Now is a time to solidify community and come together, not fracture apart.

Inclusion
The Capsule is the enclusoure where people can " LIVE , WORK & PLAY "

+

+

A Model designed and prepared for natural
or man-made hazards.
The Capsule is a multi-functional Unit
that includes the full live/work/play system,
being in a smaller independent cluster and
elevated on different levels throughout the
building for better control on mass public
interaction and contact tracing.
It is a self efficient small model that is able to
strengthen the “reduce, reuse, recycle” loop.

The goal is independence from the outside
world during crisis, minimizing risks in the
case of a full shutdown.

It is necessary today to think about fast structures to act as Instruments for cities to decrease the response time for reprogrammed buildings and support the emergency
systems during pandemics. Also, designing capsules for disassembly is the approach

SHARED SPACES

The typical floor layout with less number of units per floor, wider
corridors and creative lobby layout is a essential to maintain social
distancing.
Allowances of area on “square footage per person” has increased which
would intentionally rise rental cost, therefore, mass control has been
achieved in every capsule to limit the number of users living in each model
and promote cross generation residing, fully in action with the live/work/
play system.

HEALTHCARE SYSTEM
Create temporary intensive
care units that can be rapidly
deployed,

Regeneration

Open spaces for meetings/
social work, while focused
work should take place at
home.

7. Shared Office Space

TYPICAL FLOOR PLANS
The capsule include touch-free technology, open balconies, transformative office spaces, private toilets, indoor and
”outdoor greening, and an increase in collaborative workspaces that consider the needs of employees

RESIDENTIAL UNITS

ADAPTIVE WORK PLACE
Rethinking the purpose of
the workplace

6. Recreational Facilities

ORGANIC FARMING
Model for a street
food market with mass public
control

Sustainability

ADAPTIVE GROWING SYSTEM –

Could start from a single house up till a complex of repetitive capsules travelling all over the world

BIODIVERSE ROOF

Enhancing native ecology.

ENERGY PRODUCTION

To generate enough power that
can ensure independence from
the outside world during crisis.

WATER FILTRATION FACILITIES
AIR & WATER FILTRATION
SYSTEMS
Immunity boosting homes.

The Capsule is an adaptable, growing system that could start off from single homes up to mixed
complexes that could extend in the future too.

Considering the Adaptability, multi-scalability, and Flexibility of The
Capsule underline its potential to prepare and to develop the current
.city into resilient urban systems

SHARED SOCIAL SPACES
These open/flexible spaces can be
multi-used during any crisis.

Resilience

THE SUPPORTIVE FUNCTIONS

SOCIAL DISTANCING

To achieve a healthy-living, community,

RAIN WATER RE-USE

SOCIAL KNOCKS
To revive the social values
back to life but maintain the
pandemic’s precautions.

Revive the community attacks

The Supportive capsules are compact models of open/
flexible spaces that can be multi-used during any crisis.
It can first support
those places where the
healthcare system has
collapsed but also keep
the economy alive by
transforming businesses
and typologies in what's
needed the most in these
times of crisis.

REPURPOSE

SOCIAL KNOCKS

VERTICAL CIRCULATION

Sandwiched between the live/
work/play capsules, are support
capsules that act as pillars in the
community to promote business
sectors/emergency-systems
and
economics.

Since socialization has been
attacked cruelly, The Capsule
has created socializing knocks in
each capsule on different levels
within public contact regulations
to revive the social values back to
life but maintain the pandemic’s
precautions.

Elevators systems
Mechanically, the elevator design
and provision has also been
affected by Covid-19. Variables
such as speed and capacity of
the elevators need have been reworked. Instead of a maximum
number of passengers per lift,
the new norm will be a minimum
number of pax allowed in a lift while
maintaining the required efficiency
and waiting time.

flexibility and quick adaptation to shocks is today’s fundamental
solutions.

GREY WATER RECYCLING

NATURAL ANTIBACTERIAL
SURFACES
Such as cork,copper.

ORGANIC FARMS

FLEXIBILE WORK STATIONS

